Shoot the Total Solar Eclipse

When: August 21, 2017
Where: Across the U.S.A.
Total Solar Eclipse Occurs when the moon is in a location close to the earth and the sun is completely obscured by the moon.

---

Get Your Marumi Solar Eclipse Filters

Special filter for shooting the sun, designed to withstand the light and heat from the sun and reduce the light volume to 1/100,000.

---

Caution: To Shoot the Sun
- Never look into the optical finder
- Do not expose the lens to the sun without attaching the filter

Take Pictures of a Solar Eclipse
It's a miraculous astronomical show caused by the movement of the sun, earth and moon.

Available in 58mm and 77mm
Users of 58 mm or 77 mm lens size can use the filter directly. Users of other lens sizes need to use a step ring.

*Also great for long exposure special effects.